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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Performing DNA genetic testing (DGT) for hereditary cancer genes is now a well-accepted clinical practice; however, the interpretation of DNA variation remains a challenge for laboratories and clinicians. Adding RNA genetic testing (RGT) enhances DGT by clarifying the clinical actionability of hereditary cancer gene variants, thus improving clinicians’ ability to accurately apply strategies for cancer risk reduction and treatment.

OBJECTIVE To evaluate whether RGT is associated with improvement in the diagnostic outcome of DGT and in the delivery of personalized cancer risk management for patients with hereditary cancer predisposition.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS Diagnostic study in which patients and/or families with inconclusive variants detected by DGT in genes associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer, Lynch syndrome, and hereditary diffuse gastric cancer sent blood samples for RGT from March 2016 to April 2018. Clinicians who ordered genetic testing and received a reclassification report for these variants were surveyed to assess whether RGT-related variant reclassifications changed clinical management of these patients. To quantify the potential number of tested individuals who could benefit from RGT, a cohort of 307,812 patients who underwent DGT for hereditary cancer were separately queried to identify variants predicted to affect splicing. Data analysis was conducted from March 2016 and September 2018.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Variant reclassification outcomes following RGT, clinical management changes associated with RGT-related variant reclassifications, and the proportion of patients who would likely be affected by a concurrent DGT and RGT multigene panel testing approach.

RESULTS In total, 93 if 909 eligible families (10.2%) submitted samples for RGT. Evidence from RGT clarified the interpretation of 49 of 56 inconclusive cases (88%) studied; 26 (47%) were reclassified as clinically actionable and 23 (41%) were clarified as benign. Variant reclassifications based on RGT results changed clinical management recommendations for 8 of 18 patients (44%) and 14 of 18 families (78%), based on responses from 18 of 45 clinicians (40%) surveyed. A total of 7265 of 307,812 patients who underwent DGT had likely pathogenic variants or variants of uncertain significance potentially affecting splicing, indicating that approximately 1 in 43 individuals could benefit from RGT.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this diagnostic study, conducting RNA testing resolved a substantial proportion of variants of uncertain significance in a cohort of individuals previously tested (continued)
for cancer predisposition by DGT. Performing RGT might change the diagnostic outcome of at least 1 in 43 patients if performed in all individuals undergoing genetic evaluation for hereditary cancer.


Introduction

Germline DNA genetic testing (DGT) identifies individuals with cancer predisposition syndromes, enabling the implementation of personalized strategies for cancer prevention, early detection, and/or targeted therapy. This approach has been associated with decreases in cancer-associated morbidity and mortality.1-3 Although advances in nucleic acid sequencing technology have facilitated the implementation of DGT in clinical practice, interpretation of the data remains a challenge. Anywhere from 2% to 44% of variants identified by DGT are classified as variants of uncertain significance (VUS), depending on the genes tested.4,5 which poses significant challenges to laboratories, the medical community, and patients.6 Patients with VUS in the BRCA1 (OMIM 113705) and BRCA2 (OMIM 600185) genes are also more likely to obtain a second opinion from medical oncologists for cancer treatment and are at greater risk for anxiety and medical mismanagement of hereditary risks.7,8 The presence of a VUS may also preclude patient access to targeted therapies, such as poly(adenosine diphosphate-ribose) polymerase inhibitors, which were recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration to treat certain types of BRCA1/2-mutated ovarian and breast cancers.9-11 Inconclusive DGT results, or VUS, also limit the identification of family members facing increased cancer risks and their options for risk reduction. The ability to reach family members and translate the results of an individual’s genetic testing into a family management strategy is a critical component that supports the cost-effectiveness models for genetic testing.12 Considering the clinical implications of DGT on hereditary cancer prevention and treatment, clarification of a variant’s significance as either benign or pathogenic is of utmost importance.

It is estimated that approximately 15% to 25% of DNA variants in genes associated with hereditary cancer disrupt the respective RNA splicing of the gene,13,14 yet these alterations are most often classified as VUS because of a lack of functional RNA evidence. As such, developing high-throughput functional assays to clarify DGT results is an important step toward addressing the urgent need for improved genetic testing outcomes.15-18 In 2016, we implemented an RNA genetic testing (RGT) program to facilitate classification of putative splicing variants identified by DGT in hereditary cancer predisposition genes. In the present study, we investigated the variant reclassification outcomes following RGT and explored clinical management changes associated with variant reclassifications resulting from RGT. In addition, we estimated the proportion of patients who would likely be affected by a concurrent DGT and RGT approach.

Methods

RNA Genetic Testing

Study participants submitted samples to Ambry Genetics’ Translational Genomics Laboratory for complementary RNA studies between March 2016 and April 2018. Patients were eligible to receive RGT if a germline variant was predicted to impact splicing by at least 1 in silico tool (ie, Human Splicing Finder,19 MaxEnt,20 Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project,21 ESEfinder,22 or SpliceScan II23) or if a germline variant occurring at the native donor or acceptor splice site, regardless of in silico prediction, was identified on DGT in any hereditary cancer gene with known RNA expression in blood and with loss of function as the mechanism of disease. In addition, the individual had to be available to submit a blood sample for RNA extraction. Patients were offered participation by direct contact between study staff and clinicians during the entirety of the study or through informational materials
attached to clinical test reports beginning in October 2017. The clinicians who ordered genetic testing from Ambry Genetics as part of patient workup were not directly involved in this study, with the exception of clinicians at 4 participating institutions (i.e., Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey, and University of Kansas Cancer Center). When available, family members were also tested. Peripheral blood was collected in PAXgene Blood RNA Tubes (PreAnalytiX) from patients according to manufacturer instructions, and RNA sequencing analysis was performed by CloneSeq as previously described.24 Patients were included in the present study if RGT-eligible germline variants were identified in the following genes associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC), ie, ATM (OMIM 607585), BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIPI (OMIM 605882), PALB2 (OMIM 610355), RAD50 (OMIM 604040), RAD5IC (OMIM 602774), RAD5ID (OMIM 602954); Lynch syndrome (LS), ie, MLH1 (OMIM 120436), MSH2 (OMIM 609309), MSH6 (OMIM 600678), PMS2 (OMIM 600259); or hereditary diffuse gastric cancer (HDGC), ie, CDH1 (OMIM 192090).

The use of data produced from this supplemental RNA testing was approved and carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Western Institutional Review Board (Puyallup, Washington). All patients described were evaluated by genetic counselors and provided informed consent for testing. This study followed the Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) reporting guideline.

**Interpretation of Genetic Test Results**

Classification of germline variants identified by DGT was performed following the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP) guidelines.25-27 Multiple lines of evidence were combined to reach 1 of the 5 following classifications: (1) pathogenic variant; (2) variant, likely pathogenic (VLP); (3) VUS; (4) variant, likely benign (VLB); or (5) benign variant.27 Guidelines from the ACMG/AMP place greater weight on experimental evidence of abnormal splicing than on evidence from in silico predictors.25-27 In accordance with ACMG/AMP guideline recommendations, RGT results were considered strong evidence of pathogenicity or strong evidence of benignity when applicable. Results from RGT were then combined with existing evidence to reassess variant classification toward pathogenic or benign classification.25 Amended reports were issued to clinicians for all patients who carried reclassified variants, including those who had been previously identified through clinical testing at Ambry Genetics but were not participants in this study. In addition, updated variant classifications were made publicly available at ClinVar.28

**Clinical Management Survey**

To evaluate whether RNA-related variant reclassifications altered clinical management, we conducted a survey of clinicians who received amended test results for patients who underwent RGT. The survey was designed to assess whether the updated variant interpretation had resulted in changes to clinical management for the tested patient and/or their family members (eMethods in the Supplement). Clinicians were sent an invitation email for each amended test result received, which contained a link to complete an anonymous survey hosted by Qualtrics, a secure online survey service. Individual survey responses could not be linked to the survey respondent or associated case; however, there were 4 selected cases for which 5 of us (H.Q.R., S.C., J.H., D.T., D.C.) provided detailed case descriptions, representing at least 1 case from each disease area studied. The survey protocol was deemed exempt from informed consent because it was already covered, approved, and carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Western Institutional Review Board.

**Frequency of Splicing Alterations in a Multigene Panel Testing Cohort**

To estimate the proportion of patients who would likely be affected by a concurrent DGT and RGT approach, we assessed the frequency of DNA splicing variants in a multigene panel testing cohort. Results from all patients undergoing multigene DGT for hereditary cancer susceptibility at Ambry Genetics between March 2012 and September 2018 (n = 307,812) were queried for VLP and VUS
predicted to generate abnormal messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts across a broader range of cancer predisposition genes with known RNA expression in blood, ie, APC (OMIM 611731), ATM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CHEK2 (OMIM 604373), CDH1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, MUTYH (OMIM 604933), NFI (OMIM 613113), PTEN (OMIM 601728), PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, and TP53 (OMIM 191170). The following 4 alteration types were included: (1) variants located in the native splice sites, (2) missense and synonymous alterations predicted deleterious by at least 1 splicing in silico model, (3) structural variations such as exonic intragenic duplications, and (4) alterations in 5' and 3' untranslated regions. Query results were used to calculate the relative proportion of VLP and VUS attributable to splicing alterations as well as the proportion of patients with VLP and VUS predicted to impact splicing.

**Statistical Analysis**
Statistical analysis was conducted with Python version 3.7.4 (Python Software Foundation). Statistical significance was set at $P < .05$. All tests were 2-tailed.

**Results**

**Classification of Germline Splicing Alterations Following RGT and Associated Diagnostic Outcomes**
In total, 93 of 909 eligible families (10.2%) submitted samples for RGT. At the time of data analysis, variant assessment and recategorization had been completed for 64 variants from 68 families for whom RGT had been completed (Figure 1; eTable in the Supplement). Of the 64 unique alterations studied, 56 (88%) had been classified as VUS and 8 (13%) as VLP prior to RGT. Approximately half of the alterations studied were in HBOC-associated genes (30 [47%]), and alterations in genes associated with LS and HDGC accounted for 14 (22%) and 20 (31%) alterations tested, respectively (eTable in the Supplement). Overall, RGT provided sufficient evidence to reclassify 55 variants (86%) analyzed in this study (Figure 2). A summary of the detailed evidence used to reclassify these alterations, including corresponding ACMG/AMP classification criteria, is provided in the eTable in the Supplement.

The addition of RGT decreased the number of VUS classifications, with 49 VUS (88%) upgraded to VLP (26 [47%]) or downgraded to VLB (23 [41%]) (Figure 2). The remaining 7 VUS (13%) were not reclassified because of insufficient evidence (eg, clinical history not informative) or because RGT identified in-frame transcript(s) with uncertain significance (eTable in the Supplement). Of all examined VLP, 4 (50%) were upgraded to pathogenic, 2 (25%) were downgraded to VUS, and 2 (25%) remained VLP (Figure 2). All VLPs upgraded to pathogenic were CDH1 alterations with additionally supportive clinical, population-based, and computational evidence (eTable in the Supplement). For the two VLPs downgraded to VUS, ie, BRCA1 c.670+1G>T and CDH1 c.387+1G>A, RGT identified in-frame transcripts of uncertain functional significance. In addition, both families lacked supporting phenotypes.

As per clinical laboratory protocol, amended reports were sent to clinicians of all patients who had been reported previously as carriers of these alterations. A total of 440 previously tested patients received reclassification reports as a result of performing RGT for these 64 variants. This
included 88 patients (20.0%) who received reports amended to positive and 322 patients (73.2%) with inconclusive results now clarified as negative.

Of the 64 tested variants, 53 (83%) were predicted to have a deleterious effect on splicing by at least 1 of 5 in silico predictors queried, and 48 (75%) were predicted to impact splicing by at least 3 models. Most variants (52 of 64 [82%]) affected a native splice site; the remaineders were coding variants predicted by in silico models to create a novel splice site or strengthen an alternate, so-called cryptic splice site. Based on our RGT results, in silico models incorrectly predicted a splicing impact for 16% to 25% of the 64 variants tested (ie, false-positives) and failed to predict a splicing impact for 3% to 9% of the variants (ie, false-negatives) (eTable in the Supplement), which demonstrated the risk of relying solely on splicing in silico models to predict the pathogenicity of DNA variants identified by clinical genetic tests.

Clinical Management Changes Associated With RGT-Related Variant Reclassifications
To assess the clinical management changes associated with RGT-related variant classifications, 4 clinicians (9%) who received amended results for patients in the RGT program were asked to provide detailed case descriptions, including post-RGT management recommendations, and 41 (91%) were offered a survey to evaluate clinical management decisions following RGT. Genetic counselors represented most clinicians invited to participate in the survey (26 [63%]), with physicians (11 [27%]) and advanced practice nurses or physician assistants (4 [10%]) accounting for the rest. Of the 41 cases eligible for the survey, 14 (34%) completed the survey. Additionally, detailed case descriptions, including clinical management recommendations, were obtained for 4 cases (Figure 3).

Overall, clinical management recommendations for patients changed in 8 of 18 cases (44%) surveyed, while recommendations for family members changed in 14 of 18 cases (78%). In 8 of 10 cases (80%) for which the variant was upgraded from VUS to clinically actionable variants (ie, VLP or pathogenic variant), clinicians recommended increased screening and/or risk-reducing interventions for the patient. Examples included an annual colonoscopy for a patient with LS and referrals to discuss risk-reducing bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and mastectomy for HBOC. In 9 of 10 cases (90%), increased screening and/or genetic testing for family members was also recommended. The remaining responses related to cases for which a VUS was downgraded to benign or VLB. In accordance with published recommendations,29 patient management did not change as a result of the benign reclassification in any of these cases; however, family management strategy changed in most cases (5 of 8 [63%]). For example, clinicians recommended against family genetic testing and...
decreased the number of follow-up visits in several cases. In addition, multiple clinicians commented on the reassurance that these downgrades offered the families.

On a case-by-case level, the specific medical management recommendations varied based on the gene and clinical history (Figure 3). Upgrades from VUS to clinically actionable variants resulted in increased surveillance and/or recommendations to perform risk-reducing surgeries for all individuals heterozygous for CDH1 c.1703C>G (Figure 3A), MSH6 c.3802-7_3802-4delTCTT (Figure 3B), or BRCA1 c.5152 + 5G>T (Figure 3C). The reclassifications also resulted in recommendations for cascade testing of relatives with unknown carrier status (Figure 3A-C). In the case of MSH6 c.3801 + 5G>A (Figure 3D), no abnormal splicing was identified by RGT, supporting reclassification of the variant to VLB. For this patient, recommendations for screening did not change; however, consideration for risk-reducing surgery was now not advised. Additionally, no further familial testing was recommended for this variant.

**Frequency of Variants Predicted to Affect Splicing in a Large Cohort of Patients Undergoing DGT**

To estimate the potential impact of RGT if performed concurrently with DGT for selected hereditary cancer genes, we assessed the frequency of variants with predicted splicing impact in a cohort of

---

**Figure 3. Pedigrees Demonstrating Clinical Management Changes From Selected Cases Undergoing RNA Genetic Testing**

- **A**, The variant CDH1 c.1703C>G was identified by DNA genetic testing in an index patient meeting diagnostic criteria for hereditary diffuse gastric cancer (DGC; ie, 2 gastric cancer cases in the family, regardless of age, at least 1 confirmed DGC, and 1 case of DGC diagnosed at age <40 years). The variant was initially classified as a variant of uncertain significance, and subsequent to the reclassification to a likely pathogenic variant, the index patient was referred to the high-risk breast clinic for management of increased lobular breast cancer risk and consideration of risk-reducing bilateral mastectomy. The reclassification also impacted the clinical management of family members, as they became eligible for cascade genetic testing. Index patient was diagnosed with colorectal tubular adenoma and was found to carry the variant MSH6 c.3802-7_3802-4delTCTT on a 67-gene panel test. The patient's sister, who had been previously diagnosed with endometrial adenocarcinoma showing loss of MSH6 (OMIM 600678) protein expression on immunohistochemistry (IHC), also carried this variant. Both sisters opted to participate in this study, and reclassification of the variant from a variant of uncertain significance to a likely pathogenic variant confirmed a diagnosis of Lynch syndrome. Both sisters elected risk-reducing total abdominal hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and were recommended to continue additional screening per National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines. Genetic testing for their adult children and other at-risk relatives was also recommended. C, A 24-gene panel identified the variant BRCA1 c.5152 + 5G>T in a woman diagnosed with papillary serous carcinoma of the right fallopian tube and both ovaries. The patient and her family opted to participate in this study, which resulted in the variant being reclassified from a variant of uncertain significance to a likely pathogenic variant. Subsequently, the patient was offered high-risk breast screening as defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network. The patient's father was identified to carry the likely pathogenic variant and was recommended increased screening for prostate and breast cancers. D, A 34-gene panel identified the variant MSH6 c.3801 + 5G>A in an index patient with a family history of cancer. Colorectal cancer (CRC) screening recommendations for the patient included colonoscopy every 5 years based on family history. No abnormal transcripts were identified by RGT, resulting in reclassification from a variant of uncertain significance to a likely benign variant and no recommendation of increased medical management. No further familial testing was recommended for this variant. Diagonal lines indicate that the individual is deceased; arrows indicate index patients. BCC indicates basal cell carcinoma.
307,812 patients undergoing DGT (Figure 4A). In total, 3,065 individuals were identified with 894 unique VLP, and 52,831 individuals were identified with 15,859 unique VUS (Figure 4A). Variants predicted to affect splicing accounted for 1,672 of 15,859 (10.5%) reported VUS and 485 of 894 (54.2%) reported VLP (Figure 4B). Collectively, 10,448 and 6,217 individuals were carriers for VLP and VUS predicted to affect splicing, respectively, encompassing a total of 7,265 individuals (2.4%) in the tested cohort, indicating that approximately 1 in 43 individuals (7,265 of 307,812) could benefit from RGT.

**Discussion**

Clinicians in oncology routinely use DGT to inform clinical decisions surrounding cancer treatment and surveillance. For example, identification of a germline pathogenic variant in BRCA1 in a female patient with breast cancer could be the determining factor in her decision to pursue bilateral mastectomy vs lumpectomy or her eligibility for poly(adenosine diphosphate-ribose) polymerase inhibitor therapy. The benefits of genetic test results extend beyond the index patient, as cascade testing of at-risk family members identifies those who may benefit from increased surveillance and risk-reducing surgical procedures. Negative genetic testing results are also helpful, as they distinguish patients and family members who are not as likely to benefit from such interventions. The clinical utility of germline DGT relies on the ability to detect and characterize disease-causing variants, yet multigene panel testing currently yields inconclusive results (ie, VUS) in 5% to 40% of cases. As such, methods to reduce the VUS burden are of high interest to those reporting and receiving genetic testing results. A substantial proportion of inconclusive results arise from the detection of variants that are predicted to generate abnormal mRNA transcripts but lack functional evidence. We applied a high-throughput RGT assay to generate functional evidence for such variants, with the goal of reducing VUS burden. Of 56 VUS studied, the addition of RGT resulted in reclassification of 88% as either clinically actionable or benign. Data collected on clinical management demonstrated the medical relevance of RGT-based variant reclassification. Recommendations for screening and risk-reducing surgery increased for probands and their family members when VUS were upgraded to pathogenic or VLP; downgrading VUS to benign or VLB also resulted in changes in management, most often in the direction of less testing and fewer follow-up visits for family members. In 2 cases, RGT led to a VLP being downgraded to VUS, exemplifying the need for functional evidence at the time of initial variant classification even when DNA variants are
expected to be pathogenic based on their location at the canonical splice site. Furthermore, these cases serve as key examples of the limitations of in silico splicing prediction models, as both were predicted deleterious. In silico models yielded a 25% false-positive rate among the 64 variants studied. Classification of canonical splice site variants as likely pathogenic based on prediction alone risks the overdiagnosis of hereditary cancer predisposition, as in these 2 cases.

Limitations

Results from this study are subject to limitations. First, the selection of variants in this study was limited by patient availability to submit an additional blood sample for RGT. Thus, studies designed to include RGT concurrently with DNA analysis are needed to fully assess the impact of RGT if available to all patients. Medical management data were also limited because of survey participation; however, based on current practice guidelines, we would expect results to remain consistent across the remaining cases. Results from this study may have also underestimated the clinical impact of variant reclassification, which extend well beyond the index family. More than 400 patients received amended reports as a result of reclassifications occurring in this study alone. Because these variants will continue to be seen in future patients tested, these reclassifications have a downstream impact as well. Further, as part of routine data sharing with ClinVar, these results would be expected to also affect patients with the same variants identified through other clinical laboratories, also not quantified in this study.

It is clear that RGT contributes to a decrease in VUS rates; however, there are substantial limitations to performing RGT after DGT has been conducted. The process of recontacting patients retrospectively places a significant time burden on clinicians and laboratory staff. In addition, RGT requires an additional blood sample, which can be logistically challenging to obtain after the fact. As shown in this study, samples were received for only 10% of index cases recruited for RGT. Performing RGT after DGT also imposes an inherent delay in the reclassification of VUS, which limits the clinical utility of the DGT results. Based on the frequency of splicing alterations in our multigene DGT cohort, we expect that RGT results could potentially lead to variant reclassifications for at least 1 of 43 patients undergoing genetic testing. As a comparator, gross deletion and/or duplication analysis, which is routinely included as a component of DGT, identifies pathogenic variants in 1 of 142 patients tested.30 Thus, if RGT were routinely performed alongside DGT, the potential consequences would exceed that of gross deletion and/or duplication analysis. This estimation also underestimates the overall number of individuals, since RGT may also detect intronic splicing variants outside the analytical range of clinical DGT that are currently not accounted for.31-35 It will be important to evaluate the use of concurrent DGT and RGT in a prospective cohort to assess the ability of RNA analysis to decrease VUS rates and increase the identification of clinically actionable variants in an unbiased fashion.

Conclusions

In this study, conducting RGT as a supplement to DGT improved the outcome of hereditary cancer predisposition genetic testing, clarifying 88% of inconclusive results. The ability to accurately define the significance of an identified variant relieves uncertainty and results in improved management for patients and their families. It can potentially ameliorate the collective strain that VUS place on the health care system by reducing the need for second opinions and focusing return visits on optimizing management, thereby allowing cancer screening and treatment resources to be allocated more appropriately. Along with the data presented in this study, these attributes support the implementation of RGT to the diagnostic workflow of clinical laboratories performing genetic testing for hereditary cancer genes.
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